An endonucleolytic activity of nuclease TT1 specific for superhelical DNA.
Highly purified nuclease TT1 from T. thermophilus HB8 acts on a linear single- and double-stranded DNA as an exonuclease and produces 5'-mononucleotides either from the 5'- or 3'-terminus. It was found that the enzyme also possesses an endonuclease activity specific for superhelical (form I) and single-stranded circular DNA. Form I of various kinds of DNA (phi X174, PM2, Co1E1 and RF 1010 etc.) is nicked to yield first relaxed circles (form II) and then nicked at the opposite site to yield unit length linear DNA (form III), which is subsequently hydrolyzed from the 5'- or 3'-terminus. A single cleavage of the form I of phi X174 DNA seemed to occur at a limited number of unique sites. Both endonuclease and the known exonuclease activities co-migrate on polyacrylmide gels, show the same pH and temperature optima, are stimulated by Mg2+ and are inactivated by EDTA similarly.